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Abstract 
The structural approach to inference for  location parameters and future 
responses are considered for the multilinear model with elliptical error dis-
tribution.  We show that the structural and prediction distributions under 
elliptical errors asSUlllption are the same as those obtained under normally 
distributed errors.  This gives inference robustness with respect to depar-
tures from the reference case of normally distributed errors. 2  International Journal of Statistical Sciences,  Vol.  *,  200* 
In this paper, we show that the assumption of multivariate elliptically contoured 
error distributions leads to some structural and prediction distributions that are ro-
bust with respect to departures of any elliptically contoured density from the reference 
case of independent sampling from the normal density, that is, these distributions re-
main unaffected by the change in error distribution from normal to elliptical.  Thus, 
statistical and predictive inference is  robust with respect to departures of any ellip-
tically contoured density from  the reference case  of independent sampling from  the 
normal density.  This robustness result holds for a large class of density functions since 
elliptically contoured distributions include the multivariate normal, matric-t and the 
multivariate Cauchy. 
The structural and prediction distributions are obtained by integrating over  the 
relevent parameter spaces and the prediction distribution so derived extends and gen-
eralizes some results of Kibria and Haq (1999)  and Khan and Haq (1994).  Although 
the structural distribution of the regression parameters has been considered under pa-
rameter and distribution factorization methods in Fraser and Ng  (1980), it is derived 
here for completeness. 
In section 2,  the structural distribution of regression parameters is  derived and 
in section 3, the predictive distribution is  obtained.  Some concluding comments are 
made in section 4. 
2  The Structural Model 
Consider the multivariate regression model with elliptical errors, 
Y=BX+E  (1) 
where Y  is  a m x n matrix) representing n vectors each of m cornponents;  X  is a r x 
n design matrix of known values of rank r)  and B is  the 'm  x  r  matrix of regression 
parameters, n > m+r. The m x n error component E is assumed to have an elliptically 
contoured distribution with the probability density function 
(2) 
which is of the form given in Fang and Anderson (1990), where h{.} is a non-negative 
function over m x m  positive definite matrices such that f(EII:) is a density function 
and  ~  is a m x m covariance matrix of full rank. 
Under the structural approach, the above model is written as the pair: 
where 
Y  =  [B,rjE 
f(E)dm(E)  (3) Ming:  Some Robust Distributions  3 
is: 
[B, rj is an element of the transformation group, G,  that operates on the space 
of E  through the matrix X,  producing a observed response Y, in the following 
rnannel': 
Y = [B, rjE = BX + rE;  (  4) 
- the error component has a known probability density function f(E) (which is (2) 
with L:  equals to the identity matrix) with respect to the invariant probability 
measure m(.), 
- rrT =  L:,  rT is the transpose of r and is a mxm matrix. 
Following Fraser (1968), a reduced model resulting from the structural model above 
try) =  [B, r]t(E) 
k(D)f{  t(E)D}dl'(t(E))  (5) 
where t(.)  is  a  transformation variable assuming values in the transformation group 
G  such that t(gE)  =  gt(E) for  all 9 in G and for  all  E  in  the sample space,  D  = 
C1(E)E =  C1(Y)Y is a reference point on the orbit of E  for  a given Y  and k(D) is 
the normalizing constant such that f{t(E)D} is a density function with respect to the 
left invariant measure 1'(') on G.  A suitable transformation variable for the multilinear 
model is 
t(E) =  [B(E), C(E)]  (6) 
where B(E) = EXT(XXT)-l and S(E) = C(E)CT(E) = (E-B(E)X)(E-B(E)XJ1'. 
A transformation on the space of E of the form E = gE where 9 = [B, C]  yields the 
Jacobian of transformation Igln  =  ICln and the in~ari_ant measure dm(E) =  Igl-ndE = 
ICI-ndE. A left transformation of the group via [B, C] = g[B', C*] = [B, C][B', C'] = 
[B + CB*, CC'] yields the Jacobian of transformation Iglm+r  =  IClm+r  and the left 
invariant measure dl'([B, CJ)  =  ICI-m-r  dBdC 
The distribution of t(E) describing the error E  when expressed in invariant form 
is 
f(E)dE =  f(E)lt(E)lndm(E) 
The conditional distribution of t(E) given the "observed" orbit D(E) = D(Y) = D  is 
k(D)f(t(E)D)  It(E)lndl'(  t(E)) 
=  k(D)f(t(E)D)  It(E) In- m- r d(t(E)) 
The distribution above describes possible values for t(E) in the equation 
(7) 4  International Journal of Statistical Sciences,  Vol.  *,  200* 
t(Y) =  [B, rjt(E) 
where  t(Y)  is  known  and  B, r  are unknown and the distribution reflects  the joint 
distribution of Band rrT =  ~ i.e.  the structural distribution of B,  ~: 
k(D)f([B, rr1 Y)[rj-n-m[t(Y) [n-r dBdr 
=  k(*)f([B,rj-ly)[~[_n±:;'+1  dBd~  (8) 
k( *)  is  the normalising constant and is  used  as  a  generic symbol for  a  normalising 
constant from  now on. 
For elliptical errors, the joint structural distribution of B and ~ takes the form 
where B(.) and S(.) are defined above. 
Let P  be a m  x m  nonsingular matrix such that 
pTp =  (B(Y) _B)XXT(B(Y)-Bf  +S(Y). The transformation, W  =  p~-lpT, 
has [pTp["'P as the Jacobian of transformation.  Integrating the above with respect 
to W  yields the marginal structural distribution of B: 
!(B[Y) 
ex  [(B(Y) - B)XXT(B(Y) - Bf + S(Y)W~ J  h{tr W}[W[n±:;,±! dW-1 
ex  [(B(Y) - B)XXT(B(Y) - B)T +  S(Y)W~  (10) 
i.e.  the structural distribution of B is matric-t with n - m - r + 1 degrees of freedom: 
tmr(B(Y), (XT  X)-I, S(Y), n - r  - m + 1)  using the notation of Box and Tiao (1973, 
pp.  441-442).  The structural distribution of B  under normal errors is  also  matric-t 
(Fraser and Haq(1970)) with n - m - r + 1 degrees of freedom. 
3  Prediction Distribution 
Let Yf be a set of future responses from the multilinear model.  Then 
(11) 
where Yf  is  a m  x nj lnatrix) representing nf vectors each of m  component; XI is  a 
r  x nJ design matrix of known values of rank nf :;>  r, and Ej is the m x nj matrix of 
future error variable, 
The joint density function of (E, Ef ) is given by 
(12) Ming:  Some Robust Distributions  5 
From this joint density and the structural relationships, the prediction distribution 
can be obtained from  (see  ~raser and Haq (1970)) 
!(YfIY) 0( J  J  IIr  ",+"~+m+'. 
h{tr L:-I[(y - /3X)(Y - /3Xf + (YJ' /3Xf)(Yr - /3XJf]}d/3dL:  (13) 
We  can then rewrite the matrix expre"ion in (13)  as 
(Y - /3X)(Y - /3X)T + (Yf - /3XJ)(Yf - /3XJf 
S(Y) + (Yf  - B(Y)Xf)H(Yf  - B(Y)Xff + (/3 - B')A(/3 - B'f 
where 
A  XXT +XfXfT 
B'  (B(Y)XXT + YfXJT)A-I 
H  Inr - XfT  A-I  Xf 
In  r  is the n  f  x n  f  identity matrix. 
Making the joint transformation 
B = L:-~  (/3 - B'),  W = QL:-IQT 
where QTQ =  S(Y) +  (Yf - B(Y)Xf)H(Y f  - B(Y)Xf)T and the Jacobian of trans-
,..  T  m+r+l 
formation IWI-' I  Q  QI-'-,  (13)  becomes 
!(YfIY) 
0( J  J  IS(Y) +  (Yf - B(Y)Xf  )H(Yf - B(Y)Xf fl-n+T' IWI n+nr
+ 2m"H . 
h{  tr W + tr BABT}dBdW-
1 
n+nf-T 
0( IS(Y) + (Yf - B(Y)Xf  )H(YJ - B(Y)Xf fl--'  - (14) 
Hence  YJ  has a  matric-t distribution  with  n  - m  - r + 1  degrees  of freedom,  i.e. 
tmnr[B(Y)Xf, H--I , S(Y), n -m-r+  1].  The prediction distribution of Yf is the same 
as that for  normal errors  (see  Haq and Rinco  (1976)).  This result extends that in 
Kibria and Haq (1999) where the case m=l was considered. 
4  Concluding Remarks 
When the errors in a regression model are assumed to have an elliptically contoured 
distribution, the structural distribution of the regression parameters and the predictive 6  International Journal of Statistical Sciences,  Vol.  *,  200* 
distribution are identical to those obtained under independently distributed normal 
errors.  Both distributions involve the matric-t distribution which describes the dis-
tribution of "location"  variables - the regression parameters and future observations. 
Hence  the structural approach gives  uniqueness  and robustness to deviation in  the 
direction of elliptical distribution with respect to inference of regression parameters 
and future observations. 
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